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recently we've seen a decline in publishing new titles to the humble monthly
bundle. we would like to invite all publishers with a popular, but relatively new
game to join us in the humble monthly bundle by sending us the most recent

version of the game you'd like to contribute. your game will have the new improved
humble bundle graphics, including the humble indie bundle logo and will be

featured in the humble monthly bundle. these bundles will be available to purchase
from the humble monthly bundle store, which runs alongside your own store. this
should not affect the pricing in any way, while it'll also mean you'll be included in

our monthly new releases. we simply ask that the publishers send us the link to the
most recent version of the game on or around the first of every month. the games
must be previously unpublished and have not been included in any other humble
bundle. it's a win-win scenario for you and us! (of course, we expect payment on
top of everything) the htc vive is a ground-breaking new virtual reality (vr) head
mounted display (hmd) created by htc, a leading global innovator in consumer

technology. using a self-contained, standalone tracking volume, htc vive takes vr
beyond what’s currently available, opening up a new frontier for vr. with 1,000

degrees of freedom of movement and dual front tracking and range to cover up to
1,500 square feet, htc vive is the only hmd that truly immerses you in virtual

worlds. this issue is actually a more serious issue than first believed. it is not a
matter of an error code or missing files, but a grave corruption of the game files in

the steam and riagar folders. this means that if you install the game using the
standard installation process in steam, the game will most likely launch ok, but if

you try to play the game it will most likely crash at startup with an error code, or it
may open but play like a x64 game, or it may launch with visual issues or other

graphical issues.
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